NATO and the nations use distributed simulation environments for various purposes, such as training, mission rehearsal, and decision support in acquisition processes. Consequently, modeling and simulation (M&S) has become a critical technology for the coalition and its nations. Achieving interoperability between participating simulation systems and ensuring credibility of results currently often requires enormous effort with regards to time, personnel, and budget. Recent technical developments in the area of cloud computing technology and service oriented architecture (SOA) may offer opportunities to better utilize M&S capabilities in order to satisfy NATO critical needs. A new concept that includes service orientation and the provision of M&S applications via the as-a-service model of cloud computing may enable composable simulation environments that can be deployed rapidly and on-demand. This new concept is known as M&S as a Service (MSaaS). There has also been the recent emergence of containerization as an alternative to virtualization. Containerization is the process of creating, packaging, distributing, deploying, and executing applications in a lightweight and standardized process execution environment known as a container. Because containers are, in principle, lightweight, they are suitable to serve as the vehicle for the provision of packaged (micro)services. Service orientation is an approach to the design of heterogeneous, distributed systems in which solution logic is structured in the form of interoperating services. This paper investigates various aspects of service orientation and containerization including simulation composition, networking, discovery, scalability, and overall performance. This investigation provides background information on the topics of service orientation, containerization, and Docker -a technology ecosystem for working with containers. A case study is presented for the use of Docker in support of a training simulation based on the high level architecture (HLA). The HLA is an IEEE standard architecture for distributed simulation environments that was originally developed for defense applications. The case study introduces a number of training use cases, and shows how Docker can be used to assist in their implementation. The performance impact of running a simulation within container technology is also investigated. The application of container technology to HLA-based simulations as presented in this paper is novel. The motivation for looking at this topic stems from the activity being conducted within NATO MSG-136.
Introduction 1.1 Background
NATO and the nations use distributed simulation environments for various purposes, such as training, mission rehearsal, and decision support in acquisition processes. Consequently, modeling and simulation (M&S) has become a critical technology for the coalition and its nations. Achieving interoperability between participating simulation systems and ensuring credibility of results currently requires often enormous effort with regards to time, personnel, and budget.
Recent technical developments in the area of cloud computing technology and service oriented architecture (SOA) may offer opportunities to better utilize M&S capabilities in order to satisfy NATO critical needs. A new concept that includes service orientation and the provision of M&S applications via the as-a-service model of cloud computing may enable composable simulation environments that can be deployed rapidly and on-demand. This new concept is known as M&S as a Service (MSaaS).
The NATO Modelling and Simulation Group (NMSG) is one of the panels within the NATO Science and Technology Organisation (STO). The mission of the NMSG is to promote cooperation among Alliance bodies, NATO, and partner nations to maximize the effective utilization of M&S. Primary mission areas include: M&S standardization, education, and associated science and technology. The NMSG was officially named as the Delegated Tasking Authority for NATO M&S interoperability standards. NATO MSG-136 (''Modelling and Simulation as a Service -Rapid deployment of interoperable and credible simulation environments'' 1 ) is one of the working groups under the NMSG and investigates this new concept of MSaaS with the aim of providing the technical and organizational foundations for a future permanent service-based M&S ecosystem within NATO and partner nations.
MSG-136 focuses on several areas:
• operational concept of MSaaS: how it works from the user point of view; • technical concept of MSaaS: reference architecture, reference services, and reference engineering process; • governance concept and roadmap for MSaaS within NATO.
Rather than providing a ''one size fits all'' solution architecture for MSaaS, MSG-136 is developing a reference architecture. This reference architecture provides a template solution for a more specific solution architecture. A solution architecture could comply with an established standard, such as the High Level Architecture (HLA), or may use an emerging services-based architecture, depending on requirements, policies, and standards. There can be several solution architectures arising from a single reference architecture. The case study that is presented in this paper represents a solution architecture. MSG-136 started its three-year term of work in November 2014.
HLA, service orientation, and containerization
The HLA [2] [3] [4] is an architecture for distributed simulation environments that was originally developed for defense applications. The HLA was ratified as a NATO Standardization Agreement (STANAG) in 2015. 5 In the terminology of the HLA, an individual simulation application is known as a federate with a simulation environment being a collection of federates and known as a federation. Federates communicate via a Runtime Infrastructure (RTI), a software implementation of the HLA standard.
Historically, within the military domain, federates have been implemented as large monolithic applications, executing on physical workstations, or executing on virtual machines (VMs) within a data center. Examples of large, monolithic, Distributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) or HLA-based applications used within the NATO community are Virtual Battle Space (VBS) and Joint Conflict and Tactical Simulation (JCATS), shown together in Figure 1 in a DIS-HLA simulation environment. Large monolithic applications are costly to develop and maintain, and are generally challenging to scale in a large distributed simulation environment.
The computer industry has experienced significant technology changes since the initial standardization of HLA and the adoption of SOA. The 2000s saw the emergence of cloud computing and the wide adoption of virtualization technology. Web-based visualization technologies circumvented the need for thick clients in most applications. Simulations were slow to migrate to the cloud for various reasons, including: cloud technology not being fully ripe for high performance distributed simulations; a large investment in existing simulation systems; and requirements for high powered graphics capabilities at client workstations. For these reasons, there was no substantial impetus to evolve distributed simulation standards such as the HLA to support cloud and service-based architectures.
There has also been the recent emergence of containerization as an alternative to virtualization. Containerization is the process of creating, packaging, distributing, deploying, and executing applications in a lightweight and standardized process execution environment known as a Figure 1 . A DIS-HLA simulation environment with VBS, JCATS, and another simulator, connected via a gateway. container. A container provides a standard format and interface to its container runtime environment, and is portable across runtime environments. Because containers are, in principle, lightweight, they are suitable to serve as the vehicle for the provision of packaged (micro)services. Containers are analogous to lightweight VMs, with isolation similar to VMs but without the resource overhead. Support for containers is built into the core of various operating systems, including the Linux kernel, and containers maintain their own file system, network stack, and process space.
Service orientation is an approach to the design of heterogeneous, distributed systems in which solution logic is structured in the form of interoperating services. 6 Service orientation has the goal of creating intrinsic interoperability across a distributed system and, thereby, improving the ability to federate across a multitude of individual service implementations. The benefits of service orientation derive from core concepts of services, high interoperability, and loose coupling.
The use of cloud computing, containerization, and service orientation present unique challenges to the execution of distributed simulations. DIS and HLA-RTI implementations generally assume seamless network connectivity between all participating applications, and assume no restrictions in data communication. These assumptions may not always be true. Examples of challenges include the dynamic nature of network addresses and physical machines in clouds, the lack of support for multicast protocols for data communication, the implementation of authentication, access control, firewalls and other security controls, and impacts on application performance. The purpose of this paper is to investigate various aspects of service orientation and containerization including simulation composition, networking, discovery, scalability, and overall performance.
Disclaimer
The concepts that will be demonstrated in this paper are the result of development by participants of NATO MSG-136. The purpose of this paper is to explore innovative cloud and service-based simulation technologies, and the architecture and software presented do not necessarily represent an endorsement by NATO or the participant's respective national organizations. The commercial and open-source products demonstrated were selected for prototyping purposes and do not necessarily represent an intent to use in the future by NATO or the participants of MSG-136.
Document overview
The remaining sections of this paper are as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the HLA, an international standard for the development of distributed simulation environments. The HLA is used in the case study presented in Section 5. Section 3 provides an overview of services and containerization. This section describes key concepts related to services and discusses different kinds of services. This section also introduces the concept of containerization. Section 4 discusses Docker, the key enabling technology endorsed by the Open Container Initiative (OCI) for containers and container runtime environment, and the containerization technology used in the case study. Section 5 presents a case study and a number of use cases related to containerization in general, and Docker specifically. Section 6 discusses performance implications resulting from the containerization of an HLA-based simulation environment. Finally, Sections 7 and 8 present a summary, conclusions, and directions for further research and experimentation.
HLA overview
The HLA is an international standard for the development of distributed simulation environments. In the terminology of the HLA, individual simulation applications are known as federates. Federates may be simulation models, data collectors, simulators, computer generated forces, or passive viewers. The collection of federates brought together to form a synthetic environment is known as a federation. It is the common interpretation of a shared data model, called the federation object model (FOM), which allows federates to interact within a single synthetic environment. A federation execution refers to the process of conducting a distributed simulation. Federates interact via an RTI. The RTI provides a number of Application Programming Interface (API) service groups that are used by a federate to interact with the underlying communication layer. Figure 2 is a typical example of an HLA federation, where simulators, support tools, viewer, and logger interact through a common RTI and API services, such as federation management.
The HLA is focused on interoperability between various types of simulations, and to promote reuse of simulations and their components. The HLA follows three general design principles.
• Modularity: simulation components (federates) are composed into larger systems (federations) to obtain a specific functional behavior. • Separation of concerns: the functional behavior of the components (federates) are separated from the supporting communication infrastructure (RTI) via a well-defined interface. • Domain agnostic: the interface between the federate and the RTI is agnostic to the domain being simulated. Data communicated via the RTI is passed uninterpreted between federate endpoints. Instead, the data representing the domain to be simulated is captured externally (in a well-defined format) with that data only having meaning to the federates. This allows the HLA to be applicable to all domains that may need to be simulated.
The HLA was originally developed for defense applications but there is a growing non-defense user base of the HLA in domains such as cyber physical simulation, aircraft flight simulation, railway simulation, offshore maritime simulation, engineering design analysis simulation, engine simulation, and lunar landing simulation.
The HLA is an international standard, developed and maintained by the Simulation Interoperability Standards Organization (SISO) and published by the IEEE. The first complete version of the HLA was published in 1998 and was known as ''HLA 1. The HLA Framework and Rules mandate a certain structure for federates and federations to ensure that the models are re-usable across applications. The HLA Interface Specification describes seven service groups to be used by a federate to interact with the underlying communication layer, the RTI. The services are divided into federate initiated calls (RTI Ambassador services) and RTI initiated callbacks (Federate Ambassador services). A service group refers to a collection of related RTI and Federate Ambassador services. All communication between federates in a federation execution is via the service implementation provided by the RTI. The RTI communicates with a federate synchronously or asynchronously by invoking a callback (Federate Ambassador service) on the federate when a certain event occurs.
All possible data exchanged by federates in a federation is captured in an object model. The object model may contain HLA object classes to describe entities with persistent state, and HLA interaction classes to describe transient events. The OMT provides a format for this object model. There are three kinds of object models in the HLA framework: SOM, FOM, and MOM. A SOM describes the data that an individual federate can produce (outputs) and needs to receive (inputs). All data that is potentially exchanged in a collection of federates (i.e., the federation) is described by the FOM. The third object model is the Management Object Model (MOM), which provides a group of constructs that supports the monitoring and control of a federation execution. A new concept introduced in HLA Evolved is that of the FOM module. A FOM can consist of multiple FOM modules, each providing a part of the object model. The modularization of the FOM enables, for example, a service oriented approach where a federate can define its provided and required service interface in the form of a FOM module.
Services and containerization
Containerization has achieved its popularity today in part due to the adoption of SOA as a basis for constructing applications. A SOA-based architecture is one in which business functionality is provided via a number of collaborating services. Containerization allows these services to be packaged and deployed independently as a way of providing enhanced configuration management and deployment flexibility. This section provides an overview of services as the motivation for the use of containers.
Services
There are many definitions of a service. The Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) defines a service as ''.a mechanism to enable access to one or more capabilities, where the access is provided using a prescribed interface and is exercised consistent with constraints and policies as specified by the service description''. 8 The Open Group defines a service as ''.a logical representation of a repeatable activity that has a specified outcome. It is self-contained and is a black box to its consumers''. 9 The Object Management Group (OMG) has a similar definition defining a service as ''.value delivered to another through a well-defined interface and available to a community''. 10 All of these definitions have similarities. The important point to note is that digital services have interfaces, communicate to the outside world using a particular communication style, and provide value to the digital consumer of the service.
The following two subsections describe key concepts related to services and discuss different kinds of services.
Key concepts.
3.1.1.1 Service elements. Figure 3 illustrates some of the basic elements of services. The figure is based on the services meta-model described in the NATO Architecture Framework. 11 As shown in Figure 3 , a service has service attributes (such as ''service availability''), is subjected to a service policy (putting constraints on the service, such as ''the service must be provided within x days''), performs service functions (describing the functionality of the service), and provides/requires service interfaces (specifying the mechanism by which a service communicates).
Furthermore, services may be placed in a hierarchy, where one service is a specialization of another service.
3.1.1.2 Service interface. Services have well-defined interfaces or APIs. Interfaces are usually expressed in an interface description language, which is simply a specification language used to describe a service's interface. For example, with web services in a SOA environment that use Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP), interfaces are described using the W3C Web Services Description Language (WSDL). Other examples of interface description languages are Apache's Thrift Protocol, the JavaScript Object Notation Web-Service Protocol (JSON-WSP), and the Swagger RESTful API specification.
Service composition and orchestration.
Service composition is defined as the aggregation of services to implement a particular application: in this paper, a simulation environment. Service orchestration is the process of automating the workflow of the arrangement, coordination, and management of services as a single aggregate simulation service. The concept of orchestration includes the scaling up and scaling down of services on an as-needed basis. Service orchestration can be performed through a workflow engine or centralized controller. Alternatively, orchestration can be performed using a service choreography approach without a centralized service controller, where each participating service controls their own workflow and execution. Both orchestration and choreography service automation techniques are utilized in the case study.
3.1.1.4 Service deployment. Service deployment is the process of allocating services to compute nodes, and the packaging mechanism to deliver those services. A packaging mechanism for services is containers with orchestration software used to provision and deploy containers to the cloud. Load balancing is an important aspect of service deployment. Load balancing is the process of distributing workload and services across a number of compute nodes. Load balancing is used to increase capacity in order to, for example, support a larger number of concurrent users. Load balancing is also used to improve reliability by deploying redundant services. Load balancing thereby improves the performance of an application.
3.1.1.5 Service repository and service registry. A service repository contains design-time information about services, such as service interface information. A service registry contains runtime information about services, such as the executable image that provides the service. A service repository is available during the engineering of a service, prior to the execution of the service. A service registry is available to register compute nodes, network addresses, and service ports during service execution, and is used for runtime service discovery. Runtime service registration is less common than design time service registration. The case study illustrates the use of a runtime service registry and repository.
3.1.1.6 Service discovery. Service discovery may be design-time or runtime. Design-time service discovery, for example, may involve an enterprise-wide search for available service interfaces and their associated dependencies. Runtime discovery is enabled by protocols that support the automatic detection of services on a computer network. When service A invokes service B, service A needs to identify the location of the executing instance of service B. Service endpoints may not be static, and dynamic service discovery is needed so that services that depend on other services can locate and invoke the required service interfaces during runtime.
Load balancers simplify runtime discovery by providing automated support for runtime discovery of service instances managed by the load balancer. Services that are not load-balanced must discover and internally manage the runtime addresses of dependent service instances. The case study illustrates the concepts of dynamic runtime service discovery without a load balancer.
Kinds of services.
3.1.2.1 Stateless and stateful services. Services may be stateless or stateful. A stateless service is memoryless. Each invocation of the service is independent of the next, and each invocation of the service will produce identical outputs, given the same set of inputs. Conversely, a stateful service has memory. A stateful service is one where requests to that service depend on the inputs provided in the request as well as the current state of the service, which is the result of the processing of all previous requests. In a simulation environment, the concept of stateless and stateful models applies; a stateless service is simply an algorithm or model that does not require state maintenance. For example, in a Command and Control simulation, a route planning service might be stateless whereas a Common Operational Picture service might be stateful. Both stateless and stateful services are used in the case study.
Microservices.
A service is an architectural style and methodology to decompose complex systems into smaller processes that communicate through a welldefined, platform-independent, API. The concept of services in a SOA has been around for many years but the term microservice has gained popularity only in recent years. Microservices are generally small, single-purpose services that follow the ''single responsibility'' principle found in object-oriented design. This principle states that a microservice should provide only one function, and have only one reason to change over its development lifecycle. Each microservice should follow a separate software development lifecycle enabling a short turnaround on changes made by a small, autonomous development team. Traditional SOA services, however, have tended to support multiple domain-specific capabilities, are generally more tightly coupled with other services, and have larger source code bases. However, the difference between microservices and traditional SOA services is mostly one of degree. The case study uses mostly single-function, minimal sized microservices as the basis for experimentation.
Challenges of using services in a simulation environment.
There are a number of challenges that need to be addressed when designing a simulation environment based on services. Many challenges are the same when using the HLA, and some are more related to the application of services. A few of these challenges are discussed below.
Service composability and interoperability.
A key challenge with distributed simulations is service composability and interoperability. Composability is a design principle where a simulation environment is decomposed into a set of interoperable components that can be deployed independently and reused in other simulation environments. These components are called federates in the terminology of the HLA. The concept of service adds another dimension to decomposition.
Components are a structural decomposition of the simulation environment, whereas services can be viewed as a more functional decomposition of the simulation environment. A service performs a function that can be implemented by a component. A service is a finer grained decomposition than structural component decomposition. A simulation environment can have just a few components, but there can be many services. If designed correctly, with a well-defined service interface, services can be combined with other services to form a simulation environment. The challenge here is to decompose a simulation environment into much smaller composable and interoperable services, and view the components as the pieces that implement the services.
Service time synchronization.
One of the most difficult aspects of distributed simulation is logical time synchronization. Stateful services may contain timedependent information and, in order to minimize inconsistencies between states that may arise due to message latency, message reliability, and network drops, some mechanism to synchronize the changes in the states of these services is required. Stateless services do not have the same requirements since they operate purely on their inputs to produce an output. Therefore, if the inputs and outputs are time-dependent, then time must also be an input. However, the outputs generated by stateless services must be used in a manner consistent with any stateful services present in the simulation.
3.1.3.3
Inter-service communication. The HLA defines an RTI for federates to communicate with each other. In principle a service can use the same RTI to communicate with other services or with service consumers in the simulation environment. The service interface could be defined by a HLA FOM module that is associated with the service. However, there are a number of other protocols and data formats that could be employed to support communication between services. For example, in relation to web services, there are techniques like Representational State Transfer (REST) and SOAP, and formats like JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) and Extensible Markup Language (XML). A web service can be described with WSDL. These inter-service protocols and formats provide additional choices in the construction of a distributed simulation environment.
Containerization
Containerization is the process of creating, packaging, distributing, deploying, and executing applications as selfcontained units in a lightweight and standardized process execution environment known as a container.
A container provides a standard format and interface to its container runtime environment. A container may provide an application like a web or database server, provide a base platform of programming language dependencies from which a user can extend, or may provide a complete operating system user space such as Ubuntu or, more minimally, Alpine Linux distribution. The only thing not included in a container is the operating system (OS) kernel. This is provided by the host computing system, and is shared by all containers running on the host. As such, containers built to run on a particular OS kernel are not portable to hosts running other OS kernels, i.e., a container holding a Linux application is not deployable to a Windows host. However, presently, container technology is only production-ready on Linux operating systems. This is due to the Linux kernel containing specific technology supporting isolated execution of multiple containers on a single host. Support for containers is being added to other operating system platforms.
A container declares, amongst other things, the network ports on which it exposes its services to other containers or to non-containerized applications. A container has its own file store, but can also share a file store that is imported from another container. Because containers are, in principle, lightweight, they are very suitable to serve as the vehicle for the provision of packaged (micro)services.
The key element of containerization is isolation enforced by the operating system. File store, network, and process space are managed by the operating system in order to isolate these system resources from one container to another. This is similar in concept to a VM but with less resource requirements because the complete operating system is not required within each container. Therefore, containers can be viewed as lightweight VMs. The concept of sandboxing an application, prevalent on mobile devices, is also very similar to the concept of a container.
Containers are also a better match than VMs for the concept of microservices, discussed in Section 3.1.2. Containers better support the microservice design philosophies of small stateless services, rapid and automated scalability, speed to change, and distributed deployment. Note that containers themselves are programming languageagnostic, and the use of containers does not dictate a particular software development methodology or internal software design paradigm. Containers are a packaging and deployment approach that is particularly suitable for cloudand service-based system architectures.
Historically, the idea of containers started with the chroot made available with Unix V7. This allowed a process to have a view of the file system that was isolated from other processes. The FreeBSD jail extended this concept of isolation to cover other system resources. The term ''container'' was introduced with Solaris 10 and its Solaris Containers feature. From 2007, the Linux kernel introduced cgroups and namespaces as features to better support the creation and execution of containerized processes. Linux Containers (LXC), introduced around 2008, van den Berg et al.
provided a userspace interface to cgroups and namespaces to allow non-privileged users to create and run containerized applications.
Initially making use of LXC, Docker became available in 2013 as a way of more easily building, managing, deploying, and sharing containers. Docker's popularity has seen a large uptake in the use of containerization in recent years. In response to this popularity, the OCI was formed to develop standards in relation to containerization with Docker technology providing the reference implementation of these initial standards. 12 Docker will also be usable as the command line interface to managing Windows Containers introduced by Microsoft in their upcoming Windows Server 2016 release. The Docker technology stack is used for the case study presented in Section 5. In preparation for that discussion, Section 4 provides an overview of Docker.
Docker basics 4.1 What is Docker and what is so special about it?
Since its release as open source in 2013, interest in Docker 13 has increased considerably with many articles and several books being published. A Google search for ''Docker container'' yields over 1,500,000 results.
In a nutshell, Docker is an open-source platform to build, ship, and run distributed container-based applications. Docker enables the creation of lightweight VMscalled container images -that can run on, in principle, any Linux host. A container image contains everything that an application needs in order to run, using a so-called Docker Engine. Because container images are lightweight and have a standard package format, it is easy to ship and run them on the fly. This fact, along with its ease of use, makes Docker very popular. Figure 4 illustrates the difference between classic virtualization and lightweight virtualization with Docker. Figure 4 (a) shows the classic virtualization with a VM. Each virtualized application includes not only the application and the necessary binaries and libraries, but also an entire guest operating system. Figure 4 (b) shows the lightweight virtualization with Docker. Docker avoids the overhead that occurs when using multiple VMs, each requiring its own guest OS. This not only saves resources, but allows containers to start and run faster by not needing a hypervisor. A container comprises just the application and its dependencies. It runs as an isolated process in user space on the host operating system, sharing the kernel with other containers. This technology works locally on the user's own PC, within a (virtual) data center environment, and generally in a cloud infrastructure.
While Docker containers provide numerous benefits over virtual machines, there are some drawbacks. At present, applications to be run from within a container need to be Linux applications. Since containers running on the same host share the services of the one Linux kernel, there is a greater security risk present in comparison to running the same applications within their own dedicated virtual machines. Finally, Docker containers run in user space and interact with the kernel via system calls. Any application requiring lower level access to the kernel or to hardware cannot be containerized. These are important points to keep in mind alongside the benefits arising from Docker container technology. 
Architecture
Docker uses a client-server architecture. The main Docker components in this architecture are Docker Client, Docker Daemon, Docker Registry, Docker Container, and Docker Image, as shown in Figure 5 .
The Docker Client provides the user interface for interacting with the Docker Daemon. Communication with the Docker Daemon is via Unix sockets or through a RESTful API. The Docker Client and Docker Daemon can run on the same host or on different hosts. Some examples of commands that may be issued from the Docker Client are:
• build: build an image from a Dockerfile;
• pull: pull an image from a Docker registry server;
• push: push an image to a Docker registry server;
• run: run a command in a new container; • start: start a stopped container;
• stop: stop a running container;
• tag: tag an image.
The Docker Daemon runs on a host OS (called Docker
Host) and handles the requests from Docker clients. It is responsible for managing all containers and images.
A Docker Image is a read-only template from which Docker Containers are instantiated. An image is a collection of read-only layers plus some metadata that represent filesystem differences. An image can be created with the docker build command, by saving a manually modified container, or pulled from a Docker Registry. An image is composed of layers of other images, conceptually stacked on top of each other. Docker makes use of the Union File System (UnionFS) to combine these individual layers into a single image. Layers can be shared between images to optimize disk usage, transfer times, and memory use. This layering approach enables images to remain relatively small, preventing large amounts of data being sent over the network. Figure 6 illustrates the stacking of layers.
Using the image stacking feature, a tree of images can be built, all sharing common ancestor images. Figure 7 shows a tree of simulation images, some of which will be used and explained further in the case study in Section 5. The root of the tree is called scratch, on which an Ubuntu and CentOS image are based. For the Ubuntu side of the tree, two child images are shown, called Pitch RTI Base (pi-rti-base) and Portico RTI Base (po-rti-base). The Pitch RTI Base is the parent for a whole set of other images, such as the Pitch Central RTI Component (CRC) (pi-crc), the Pitch Recorder (pi-rec-x11ssh and pi-rec-x11vnc), the Pitch Google Earth Adapter (pi-ge), and so on. For the CentOS side of the tree only one image is shown in the figure, called the VR Forces Simulation Engine using the Pitch RTI (pi-vrf-sim). More information about these products can be found on the vendor websites. [14] [15] [16] By building simulation images in this way it is possible to share common code and libraries across images and, A Docker Container is based on a Docker Image. A container is the runtime instance of an image, and provides the environment in which the application that is held within the container runs. A Docker Container is created with the docker run command.
Lastly, the Docker Registry is a server application for storing and retrieving images (using the docker push and pull commands). A registry can be self-hosted (e.g., behind a corporate firewall) or hosted by a third party. An example of hosted registry is the Docker Hub. 17 The Docker Hub includes a free-to-use registry where users can exchange images through both public and private repositories.
Docker networking
There are various configurations in which Docker containers can be networked together. Two common configurations are called bridge networking and overlay networking.
Bridge networking is the default configuration for a Docker Host where containers are connected to a network bridge, and can communicate with every other container on the bridge. The default bridge is called docker0, and networking is limited to a single Docker Host.
Overlay networking is basically a network that is built on top of another network. Overlay networking enables containers to run in a seamless network across a cluster of Docker Hosts. Where the overlay network also supports the Domain Name System (DNS), containers can reference each other by container name rather than just by IP address. The benefits of overlay networking are further described in the case study.
The Docker ecosystem
The components listed in the previous subsections are a part of the so-called Docker Ecosystem. Although there is no established definition for what an IT-related ecosystem is, the term Docker Ecosystem can be defined as a complex system of interdependent components that work together to enable or provide services via the Docker platform. A number of other important components in the ecosystem include service discovery, service composition and orchestration, continuous integration and deployment, data volume management, and cross-host container networking. In addition, the Docker Hub provides a large and everincreasing set of components that users can leverage to build (new) solutions. Some of these components will be demonstrated in the case study in the next section.
Case study
A case study is used to explore the concept of containerizing simulation components. The case study concerns a fictitious situation where a maritime task group is planned to be deployed in the Persian Gulf region for a maritime interdiction mission. Surface track managers need to rehearse coordination in the task group and use a simulation environment to prepare themselves for this mission. The track managers are located on different training sites, but in real life they may be on board a military vessel (Military Surface Unit). From each training site they connect to the simulation environment that is running somewhere in a cloud environment. A Simulation Controller is responsible for the creation of the simulation environment in the cloud environment. The Simulation Controller can rapidly compose the simulation environment from components that are published in a so-called NATO M&S Registry. In our case study this registry is actually the Docker Hub, and all of the components used in the case study are unclassified. The cloud environment is provided by Amazon Web Services (AWS), consisting of two Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) instances running in a data center in Ireland and one EC2 instance running in a data center in Germany.
In this fictitious mission rehearsal situation, the following simulation components are pulled on-demand from the NATO M&S Registry:
• a Vessel Traffic Simulator to generate vessel traffic in the region of interest; • a Military Surface Unit Simulator to be used by each track manager; • several simulation infrastructure components.
The number of Military Surface Unit Simulators can be scaled up or down depending on the number of track managers in the mission rehearsal. The simulation runs entirely in a cloud environment distributed across two data centers, where the interface to the simulation is provided by a web browser, and where Google Earth is used for visualization of all entities in the region of interest. This is illustrated in Figure 8 .
The simulation in this case study is a small HLA federation with the following components:
• a Vessel Traffic Simulator federate (TrafficSim); • one or more Military Surface Unit Simulator federates (ShipSim);
• There are also several other Docker Ecosystem components:
• Docker Compose and Docker Swarm (see Docker, Inc. 13 ) for service composition and orchestration; • Consul and Registrator for service discovery (see Docker, Inc. 18 ); • Weave for providing the overlay network across the two data centers (see Weaveworks 19 ). For technical reasons the native Docker overlay networking (available in Docker 1.9 onwards) could not be used at the time of the case study, but this had no effect on the results.
The HLA federation view of the simulation environment is provided in Figure 9 . The components shown in the enclosed box are containerized components. All that is running on the desktop is Google Earth and a web browser. The case study is broken down into a number of use cases, each exploring some aspect of the concept. 
Use case 1: Search NATO M&S Registry
In this first use case, the Simulation Controller searches the NATO M&S Registry to identify Docker Images that satisfy requirements.
Activities that the Simulation Controller performs in this use case include:
• search registry; • browse registry; • obtain services descriptions; • download images.
In this use case we use the Docker Hub, a hosted registry that is run by Docker, Inc. Figure 10 provides an example of a list of Docker Images in the Docker Hub registry. More information about an image can be obtained by clicking the Details button.
The Simulation Controller can immediately download selected Docker Images with the docker pull command, or defer this until the simulation execution is started. For example, the following command will pull the Military Surface Unit Simulator image to the Docker Host: docker pull msaas/shipsim Obviously a graphical user interface for the Simulation Controller is preferred for getting images from the registry. However, in this case study we will just use the command line interface to illustrate the concept.
Use case 2: Compose a simulation environment
In the first use case the Simulation Controller pulled the required Docker Images from the NATO M&S Registry onto a Docker Host. In principle the Simulation Controller can now start a simulation execution by manually starting the containers.
For example, to start the traffic simulation on a single Docker Host the Simulation Controller would run: The specifics of the docker run command line options are explained at Docker, Inc. 13 The command options specified after the image name (i.e., msaas/vesseltraffic and msaas/shipsim) are supplied to the service started within the launched container, for example the name of the federation to join. As one can see, starting a simulation execution this way is quite laborious and, potentially, error prone. Automated means of composing a simulation environment and starting a simulation execution are very much preferred. Docker Compose provides a way for the Simulation Controller to define the composition of a multi-container simulation environment. The next use case, described in Section 5.3, illustrates using such a composition to start the simulation execution with a single command.
Activities that the Simulation Controller performs in this use case of composing a simulation environment include:
• define the services that make up the simulation environment, amongst others: specify the Docker Image used for each service; specify the exposed service ports; specify data volumes; • define service dependencies, amongst others: specify constraints (e.g., service must run on a specific host); specify affinities (e.g., service must run together with another service).
The Simulation Controller uses a Compose file to define the composition of the simulation environment. A Compose file is a YAML Ain't Markup Language (YAML) formatted file that can be created with a plain text editor. 20 This file is used by Docker Compose to start the simulation environment based on the definitions contained in the file.
A fragment of a Compose file (vesselsim.yml) is provided below. The top level keys in the Compose file represent services, and the values contained within each service form the service definition. In this case study Compose file there are five services defined, corresponding with the simulation components illustrated in Figure 9 . For each service there are values for the container image, container name, container-specific command, exposed ports, constraints, and so on. In the above sample file, the Google Earth service, for example, uses the image ''msaas/pi-ge'' with the tag ''1.4.1L'', has a list of command line options (such as the federation and federate name), exposes its service on port 8765, and constrains the execution of the service to the compute node with the name ''ip-172-31-9-126''. For more information on the possible values that can be used per service, see Docker Compose at Docker, Inc. 13 
Use case 3: Start a simulation execution
In this use case the Simulation Controller starts the simulation execution across a cluster of Docker Hosts. Two hosts are located in Ireland and one in Frankfurt, Germany. In order to execute the simulation in a cluster of Docker Hosts the Simulation Controller needs to establish an overlay network between the hosts and needs some other components to automatically distribute and monitor the simulation components in the cluster. The Simulation Controller uses the Compose file from the previous use case to start the execution with a single command.
Activities that the Simulation Controller performs in this use case includes:
• prepare infrastructure components;
• start and stop simulation execution;
• scale up or scale down specific services;
• monitor and control services.
Prepare infrastructure components.
To run the simulation in a cluster of Docker Hosts the Simulation Controller needs to prepare various ''infrastructure'' components. The Simulation Controller needs components for:
• overlay networking (Weave Proxy and Weave Router);
• services orchestration (Docker Compose and Docker Swarm); • services discovery (Consul and Registrator); • services monitoring and control (Weave Scope, Consul). Figure 11 provides a schematic view of our cluster of Docker Hosts and the components per host. Hosts A and B are located in the data center in Ireland, and host C in Germany. The infrastructure components are all Docker Containers and are described next.
Overlay networking is used for inter-container communication across Docker Hosts. With overlay networking, containers all have a unique IP address within the scope of the overlay network. Overlay networking is currently the only out-of-the-box approach for creating a multi-host network that enables the distribution of Docker containers across different Docker Hosts. In addition, Weave overlay networking supports multicast network communication, which is disabled by many cloud providers. For other approaches -besides bridged networking -dedicated network drivers need to be developed. With overlay networking Docker Hosts may all be located in the same data center, may be distributed across data centers (of the same or different cloud providers), or may even be distributed between data centers and other computing environments (such as a private local area network (LAN)). In this use case, overlay networking is provided by Weave, and the Docker Hosts are located in two different data centers of the same cloud provider.
Overlay networking with Weave is quite easy to set up, and the following two Weave components are used. Service discovery is concerned with (in the context of this use case) the runtime discovery of services in a cluster so that services can find and communicate with each other. Generally, service discovery involves a service directory, the registration of services in the directory, and the ability to look up and connect to services in that directory. DNS is a simple example of a discovery service. In this use case the following two components are used to establish service discovery:
• Consul is a distributed system, consisting of Consul servers and Consul agents. The servers maintain a service directory amongst other features. Agents are responsible for health checking services on a node as well as the node itself. Clients can query any of the Consul servers or Consul agents about services using either the DNS or the HTTP API of Consul.
• Registrator is a component used for registration and de-registration of services on a Docker Host with Consul.
Service monitoring and control in this use case is defined as the real-time monitoring of the status, performance and resource utilization of a service, and the real-time control of the status of the service (i.e., start, stop, pause, resume).
In this use case we use Weave Scope and Consul, although there are various other tools available that are equally suited.
• Weave Scope automatically generates a map of containers, enabling us to monitor and control the individual containers and services. • Consul can be used to query the status of services. The Simulation Controller uses Google Earth to obtain an overview of the situation in the (simulated) mission area, shown in Figure 12 . Since the Google Earth Adapter is constrained to a particular node in the cluster, the van den Berg et al.
Simulation Controller knows how to configure Google
Earth to fetch the KML data from that node. However, the other simulation components are running anywhere in the cluster and the Simulation Controller needs to consult Consul to find out where.
For example, to find out where the CRC is running, the Simulation Controller navigates to the services list in Consul and selects ''pi-crc-8989''. On the right of the screen in Figure 13 , the node on which the service runs is displayed (node-2A, corresponding to one of the two EC2 instances in Ireland). In another simulation execution the CRC may be located on another node.
With a simple command, the Simulation Controller stops the simulation execution Docker Compose provides various other useful commands, such as viewing log files, obtaining the public port number of a service, and listing the status of services.
Monitor and control services.
With Weave Scope (using a web browser) the Simulation Controller can monitor and control the services as they start and run on the different hosts. An example of a container overview is shown in Figure 14 .
By selecting a node, more information appears, such as memory and CPU usage. Figure 15 shows information about the CRC. From the popup window the service may be stopped, paused/resumed, or restarted.
Lessons learned from the case study
Several issues have been identified through the case study in containerizing both new and legacy applications.
• User interfaces. Some applications require a command line interface at installation time, for example to run an installer program or to enter a license key. This obviously breaks automated container builds since manual steps are needed to install the application. Also, some applications use a GUI at runtime or just link with GUI libraries while not actually using a GUI. This requires the installation of an X Server inside the container or access to an X Server elsewhere in the network. Note that an X Server running inside the container makes the container image bigger. • Licenses. Since license dongles do not work in the cloud, node-locked licenses or a license server must be used. Media access control (MAC) addresses or a containerized license server have to be provisioned to run licensed applications within containers. A MAC address can be assigned to a container when it starts. • Application configuration data. Applications often have the assumption built in that the user can change certain application settings by editing configuration files. When the application is containerized this is obviously not possible anymore, and other measures are needed to pass in configuration settings, for example, via container command line options or via data containers that are mounted by the application container. • Weave overlay networking. The Weave overlay network creates a Weave-related network adapter inside the container. From the application point of view this means that there are two network adapters that can be used to communicate with other containers: the Weave (overlay) network adapter and the Docker bridge network adapter. The application must be forced to use the Weave network adapter.
In the case of the federates used in the case study, this was accomplished by modifying the start script of each application to change the (Pitch) Local RTI Component (LRC) configuration files to point the host adapter setting to the Weave network adapter. This is, however, an RTI vendor-specific solution. • Services discovery. In the case study, KML files are generated by the Pitch Google Earth Adapter and icons are generated by a so-called Icon Server. Each icon in the KML file has to be addressed with the full URL of the icon, hence the Pitch Google Earth Adapter needs to know the URL of the Icon Server upon startup. The Icon Server is, in the case study, actually the same application as the Google Earth Adapter. In the case study this issue was resolved by: (1) providing the URL of the Icon Server as a command line option to the Pitch Google Earth Adapter; and (2) scheduling the Pitch Google Earth Adapter container on a specific compute node via the Docker Compose ''constraint:node'' element of the service. A more flexible and dynamic way to handle this kind of situation through services discovery should be possible. For example, the Pitch Google Earth Adapter should be able to discover the Icon Server and be able to query the address and port that the Icon Server exposes its service on (this approach is in fact supported by Consul). • LRC base image. Every HLA RTI has an LRC, and in the case study the vendor-specific LRC was built into each application container. A containerized LRC base image is missing, however. New applications can leverage such a standard base image, thereby decoupling application logic from a vendor-specific LRC. • Standardized container command line options. In the case study the containers can be started with various command line options. In the scope of the case study some of the command line options have been standardized across containers (such as -F federationName). However, new containers will most likely not comply with these agreements and will have their own command line options. Still, it is important to standardize on a set of common command line options that containers must support.
Based on these issues and within the limited scope of the case study, several guidelines for application developers can be formulated (some of these guidelines are discussed further by Cramp et al. 21 and van den Berg et al. 22 ).
• Decouple the GUI from an application that is intended to provide a service. A containerized application should generally provide a GUI via a web browser. • Handle application configuration via environment variables or via data containers. Do not assume that the user has access to the container content. • Use standard LRC base images for HLA applications. This decouples application logic from the specific HLA-RTI, and enables the configuration of the base image independent from the application. Obviously, RTI vendors should provide these LRC base images, and standard settings for LRC base images have to be agreed upon. • Use a standard set of command line options. This paper shows several command line options that can be standardized.
Performance
The previous sections have argued that containerization provides real benefits in the development and operation of HLA federations. The question arises: what is the performance cost of running simulations thus containerized? Felter et al. 23 showed that, on a single machine, containers result in equal or better performance than VMs in almost all cases, and the performance of the containers is comparable to native performance. However, the question of performance of containerized HLA federations is particularly pertinent in a networked computing environment. To illustrate the potential performance penalties, the following three figures provide different configurations for running a networked HLA federation: non-containerized, containerized using raw networking, and containerized using an overlay network. Each configuration has the same network environment between the hosts. Differences in performance of the configurations arise from how much extra work, including network management, is required from each host. Figure 16 illustrates a non-containerized HLA federation spread over five hosts connected via a local network. In this configuration, there is no custom network management required from a host. Figure 17 represents the same HLA federation but with the federates and RTI provided via containers. Docker provides a virtual Ethernet bridge, named docker0, to allow containers on a single host to communicate. However, by default, the IP range used by the Docker Daemon will be the same on each host. In order for containers to communicate between hosts, they need unique IP addresses. This can be done through custom Docker configuration, and this is illustrated in Figure 17 . The host machines also require custom network routing table rules to allow a host to correctly forward IP packets to containers running on other hosts.
This configuration introduces extra Layer 3 (OSI network model) routing steps in the network path from one federate to another. To be explicit, communication from a federate on Host 1 to a federate on Host 2 is: Federate (Host 1) ! docker0 bridge (Host 1) ! eth0 (Host 1) ! eth0 (Host 2) ! docker0 bridge (Host 2) ! Federate (Host 2). Finally, Figure 18 illustrates the configuration where the networking between containers across hosts is delegated to a Weave overlay network. With this configuration, each host runs an additional container providing a Weave Router. These routers maintain knowledge of the overall network configuration allowing the HLA federation to more easily connect and communicate. In particular, the routing tables on the hosts do not require manipulation. However, all communication is via these routers. Now the network path from the federate on Host 1 to the federate on Host 2 is: Federate (Host 1) ! Weave bridge (Host 1) ! Weave Router (Host 1) ! eth0 (Host 1) ! eth0 (Host 2) ! Weave Router (Host 2) ! Weave bridge (Host 2) ! Federate (Host 2). The Weave overlay network adds two steps over the raw networking configuration. These additional steps are representative of Layer 5 to Layer 7 user space routing being conducted by the Weave Router. Routing at this level incurs extra overhead compared to the lower level Layer 3 kernel space routing used by raw networking.
Data sent between two federates on the same host would not follow the above network path through the Weave Router. Instead, they are able to communicate directly via the Weave bridge. Additionally, Weave supports the creation of a so-called fast data path between hosts that involves the Weave Router dynamically configuring a kernel module to provide direct routing of packets from one container to a destination container (rather than having the Weave Router perform the routing). The fast data path removes the Weave Router from the network path from one federate to another but does introduce a kernel space routing function similar to the raw networking option. In this case, the network path between two federates is: Federate (Host 1) ! Weave bridge (Host 1) ! eth0 (Host 1) ! eth0 (Host 2) ! Weave bridge (Host 2) ! Federate (Host 2), with kernel space routing between the weave bridge and eth0 on both hosts. Testing performed by the developers of Weave show that the fast data path is close in performance to direct host networking. 24 Performance tests of these three network configurations were conducted to evaluate the costs of these networking options. Google Compute Engine (GCE) provided the Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) platform in which the tests were run. GCE compute instances of machine type n1-standard-1 were instantiated to act as the hosts. This machine type has one virtual CPU and 3.75 GB of RAM. Ubuntu 15.10 was installed with Docker 1.9, Weave 1.3 (for the overlay network test) and Java 8. Routing information for the raw networking configuration was entered through the GCE console. The Weave overlay network did create a fast data path between the hosts.
A custom HLA Performance Federation was configured to run a fixed number of simulation steps with 30 to 60 bytes of data sent between Performance Federates at each step. The wallclock time to complete the simulation was used as the measure of performance. The results showed that the raw networking, containerized configuration was, on average, 16% slower than the noncontainerized federation, while the Weave overlay configuration was 26% slower than the non-containerized federation. In absolute terms, the wallclock time required to complete 20 simulation seconds were: 0.402 s for the noncontainerized federation, 0.466 s for the containerized, raw networking configuration, and 0.508 s for the containerized, Weave overlay configuration.
The relatively poorer performance of the Weave overlay configuration can't be completely attributed to the overlay networking. The Weave configuration also included an additional process (the Weave Router) on each host when compared to the other networking configurations. This extra process may have competed with the Performance Federate for CPU time. Retesting with a different machine type (e.g., n1-standard-2 that has two virtual CPUs) would identify whether this resource constraint was a problem.
Summary and conclusions
This paper presented and evaluated an alternative approach to current practices in developing HLA-based applications: using service orientation and containerization in combination with cloud computing. The emergence of containerbased technologies and service-based approaches provide new opportunities and challenges for distributed simulation and standards such as the HLA. A fictitious case study was used to explore the concept of containerization.
As learned from the case study, containerization is disruptive and impacts the way (HLA-based) simulation applications are designed, developed, and deployed. Containerization is ideally suited for small applications, whereas many existing simulation applications are large and monolithic; these need to be broken down in smaller building blocks to really benefit from containerization. Some challenges encountered in the case study are: how to deal with configuration data, how to deal with user interfaces in a cloud environment, and how to containerize existing applications in the first place. For example, once an application is containerized, its configuration data cannot be accessed in the usual way by editing a file and changing a setting. Configuration data is provided by mounting a data volume from another (data) container in which the new settings are provided. Lastly, standardized LRC base images should be made available to application developers so that application logic can be decoupled from a specific HLA-RTI implementation. Also, standard container command line options should be promoted.
Containerization also has an impact on performance. This is especially true in a networked computing environment where container runtime components and assistive tools like overlay networking add steps to the network paths between pairs of federates. Performance measurements in a multi-host simulation environment for some configurations have shown that containerization degrades performance by 16% to 26%, depending on the network architecture. However, not all configurations have been tested, and performance gains are possible. Further tests are required to pinpoint the cause of the degraded performance and to identify possible solutions.
Once the simulation applications were containerized, the case study demonstrated that it was straightforward to compose and run a geographically distributed simulation in the cloud across two data centers; no network engineering expertise was required to establish this network. In fact, the simulation could be deployed in any Dockerbased computing environment, any time, any place. When the initial hurdle was taken (that of containerizing applications), two benefits became obvious almost immediately: zero deployment time and zero network engineering time to run a distributed simulation. A third benefit was the use of the Docker Hub to exchange container images during development; the use of the Docker Hub provided immediate access by the developers to images provided by individuals resulting in there being no need for collocated integration events during the case study. The developers who participated in the case study are located on three continents, and travel costs were zero. In the classic, non-cloud-based situation, there would have been travel costs to integrate, test, and execute the simulation, and there would have been costs to establish a virtual private network (VPN) between the three locations.
In summary, containerization potentially:
• Integrates with legacy and standards-based (e.g., HLA) simulation technologies.
It is important to mention that containerization is orthogonal to the HLA and adds another dimension to architecting a simulation environment. The concepts of federate and container are independent in the architecture of the simulation environment. Containerization does not solve simulation interoperability challenges, but it does enable simulation engineers to address these challenges much earlier in the development phase of a simulation environment, as explained in the following items.
• Simplifies the development process of simulation applications.
Containerization enables the development of small applications (i.e., services), packaged as a container. Small applications are easier to develop and maintain.
• Simplifies the deployment process of simulation applications.
Once an application is packaged as a container, it can in principle be deployed anywhere seamlessly without much user involvement. Existing non-containerized applications require running an application-specific installer program (best case) or the installation of a complete development environment with all kinds of configuration files (worst case), often with dependencies on other software libraries or applications installed on the host. A container provides a self-contained and packaged solution with, in principle, no dependencies on the host on which it runs.
• Reduces the need for large-scale integration events.
When a simulation application is available as a container image in a registry such as the Docker Hub or a private registry, it can in principle be deployed anywhere within the network. Containerization enables a ''self-service'' model where components are available anywhere and anytime. There is less need for big get-together events where participants physically bring in their own PCs with the simulation applications running on them. Integration events are still needed, but these can become smaller in terms of people and shorter in terms of time because many things can be tested well ahead of such an event.
• Promotes a model of continuous integration rather than ''big-bang'' integration.
When applications are containerized it is relatively easy to deploy them, enabling early test and integration with other (containerized) applications. An application can be integrated and tested with another containerized application as soon as it is made available as a container image in a registry. This promotes a model of continuous integration, well known in software development practices. It enables simulation engineers to address interoperability issues much earlier in the development phase of a simulation environment, rather than at a big-bang integration event.
• Scales up and down seamlessly.
If designed well, containerized applications can be scaled up or down seamlessly by making use of lightweight virtualization.
• Drops the cost of large-scale NATO simulation events for training and coalition exercises.
All in all, the cost of large-scale NATO simulation events will drop when a simulation environment is more composable (i.e., consisting of smaller and containerized applications), and can be assembled and deployed more rapidly, and on-demand; possibly even in the cloud.
In addition, there is:
• A growing Docker ecosystem with strong support from the open-source community; • Ongoing commercial standardization.
In conclusion, the authors believe that the advantages of containerization and service orientation outweigh the disadvantages.
Future research
The Docker ecosystem will evolve further, and features will continually be added to the Docker products. Since the initial version of this paper was developed, several promising new features have been added to Docker, such as user-defined networks and storage drivers. These new features will be researched in the remaining time of MSG-136.
Further work that will be undertaken in the context of MSG-136 includes the following.
• Establishment of service repositories (with service design-time information) and Docker registries (with service images), and development of tools to automate simulation environment composition and execution using information from service repositories. • Establishment of guidelines for containerizing HLA federates, and experimentation with various service design patterns and stateless/stateful services with appropriate levels of aggregation in order to establish guidelines for using services within the HLA. For example, should non-HLA protocols and formats only be used for communication with stateless services in order not to violate the HLA rules? • Identification of required security services. A complete discussion of security in a service-based simulation is outside the scope of this paper. However, concepts such as single sign-on (SSO), role-based access control (RBAC), and attribute-based access control (ABAC), and commercial standards such as Security Assertion Markup Language 2.0 (SAML) and OAuth 2, are fundamental components of a service-based architecture. A service-based architecture must implement security services, especially in a defense simulation environment. • Experimentation with non-HLA cloud-based simulation environments, for example, persistent storage architectures where objects that must be maintained throughout the simulation are stored and distributed via persistent storage. • Additional performance tests that cover different kinds of Docker Host, network, storage, and container configurations. Questions include: what additional latencies are introduced due to containerization; what is the effect of scaling in a containerized environment, and why. • Experimentation with cross-cloud and cross-domain simulation environments. Commercial and private clouds have varying support for networking protocols, cryptologic protocols, and policies relating to the automated configuration of firewalls and virtual private networks. For example, most commercial clouds today do not support multicast protocols used by some HLA-RTIs.
